
 



 

 

 

After studying this material, it may seem like the project manager is 

shouldering a heavy burden. The project manager acts as a maestro, 

coordinating and facilitating all the different resources needed to take a 

project from concept to completion. There are numerous ways executive 

management can support the team to be successful in its endeavors. 

 

These include: 

1. Support the creation and retention of project records. Historical records 

include, at a minimum, the WBS, estimates, risks, and lessons learned for 

every project. These records are used to train newtothecompany project 

managers, and assist in better planning, estimating, and management of 

future projects. 

 

2. Provide a project charter with clear goals and objectives. Include a 

description of the project, the project manager’s name, clearly defined 

quantitative goals and objectives (i.e., a 10 percent improvement), and an 

explanation of why the project is being done. The project charter serves 

as a “target” for the project. The goals and objectives provide a way to 

measure success. 

 

3. Protect projects from outside influences, changes, and resource poaching. 

 

4. Allow teams the time to properly plan projects. Teams need time to plan 

projects in order to achieve substantial decreases in project length and 

cost. A project schedule cannot be delivered in only a few days. 

 

5. Ensure a finalized scope of work before the project starts. There is little 

excuse for not having a finalized scope of work. Changes made later can 

cost 100 times more. 
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6. Prioritize projects within the company or department. Everyone should 

know which projects are number one, two, three, etc., in priority at any time 

within your organization. 

  

7. Require that project management tools, methodologies and best practices 

be used. Your support of project management is critical for it to be adopted 

in the company. Focus on the project charter, the WBS, and risk 

management. 

 

8. Run the project management team slightly below 100 percent capacity. 

Overtime is not an option, because any one problem will cause massive 

problems on all projects. Having breathing room also prevents team 

member burnout. 

 

9. Know that you cannot get something for nothing. Any changes in scope, 

time, and/or cost will impact project scope, time, and/or cost. Do not allow 

people to ask for little extras and not expect to pay for them. 

 

10. Back the project team when it comes under criticism. It may appear like 

the team is dragging its feet as it takes the necessary time to gather all of 

the requirements and to build the elements that make up the overall project 

plan. Defending the preproject work will help to ensure the team 

consistently follows project management methodologies and best 

practices. 

 

11. Support project management certifications, tools, and methodologies 
as the business enablers that they are. Encourage and support 
employees interested in project management to obtain appropriate 
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certification and ongoing training to keep their skills current and sharp. 


